This diagram is for use with the GRANDMOTHER’S FLOWER GARDEN PINCUSHION project featured on our YouTube channel:

YouTube.com/ShabbyFabrics

REQUIRED MATERIALS

• 2½” Stripper template*
• various 2½” strips (or other precuts)
  We used Welcome Home Collection One strip pack*
• Pellon® Decor-Bond® fusible interfacing
• desired medium for fill
  We used 1½ lbs. crushed walnut shells

RECOMMENDED MATERIALS

• Olfa® Spinning Rotary Mat 12” × 12”*
• OmniGrip® Ruler - 6½” Square*
• Micron® pen*

* available at ShabbyFabrics.com
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• (13) hexagon pieces for top flower
  • (6) hexagons for background
  • (6) hexagons for flower petals
  • (1) hexagon for flower center

• (13) hexagon pieces for bottom flower
  • (6) hexagons for background
  • (6) hexagons for flower petals
  • (1) hexagon for flower center

• (6) 2½" × 3¾" for side pieces

• (6) 2" × 3¼" fusible interfacing for side pieces

• For top and bottom fusible interfacing: trace pieced top onto fusible interfacing, cut traced hexagon, trim ¼" off each side.